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L&G Thematic ETFs
Performance commentary

Historical simulated index performance*

Since the beginning of the year, seven out of our eight
thematic strategies outperformed the MSCI World Index.
On average, our thematic range outperformed the MSCI
World Index by 3% last quarter and more than 19% year-todate.
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Index Perform ance*

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

THNQTR Index

13.0%

16.5%

56.0%

13.5%

37.6%

35.5%

• Battery Value-Chain

SOLBATT Index

5.1%

16.7%

35.8%

- 20.4%

17.9%

22.3%

• Clean Water

SOLWATR Index

- 3.2%

22.4%

28.9%

- 9.1%

36.3%

- 1.9%

• Cyber Security

HURNTR Index

3.6%

- 0.7%

24.2%

10.1%

31.2%

17.8%

• Ecommerce Logistics

SOLECOM Index

2.2%

7.4%

30.8%

- 18.0%

32.0%

25.6%

• Healthcare Breakthrough

HTECTR Index

12.3%

11.6%

39.3%

25.2%

34.9%

32.8%

• Pharma Breakthrough

SOLBIOT Index

22.2%

- 8.9%

22.2%

- 4.3%

13.5%

20.1%

• Robotics and Automation

ROBOT Index

- 5.9%

17.6%

46.7%

- 20.3%

30.3%

14.4%

MSCI World Index

- 0.9%

7.5%

22.4%

- 8.7%

27.7%

1.7%

• Artificial Intelligence

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; you
may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.
Source: Bloomberg, LGIM, all values are based in USD; as of close 30-Sep-20.
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Q3 Macro Update
ECONOMY AND POLICY

INVESTMENT THEMES

The two main event risks that are likely to dominate markets until the
end of the year are a potential COVID-19 vaccine and the US
presidential election on November 3. Both have the potential to have
a significant impact on assets.

By 2025, only 48% of tasks will be completed by humans and 52%
by machines across 12 industries. The size of the industrial robot
market is rising, driven by robotic process automation (RPA), speed
factories and other use-cases.
Source: World Economic Forum, 2018.

The following figure illustrates the sharp recovery in industrial activity
across regions.
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Source: BofA Global Research, Bloomberg, LGIM

Over the past few months, the EU, China, the UK, and the Biden
campaign have announced ambitious targets for net carbon
neutrality. For example, the European Commission’s Green Deal
aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030
and reach no net emissions by 2050.

Higher online penetration can provide a tailwind to certain
ecommerce (logistics) sectors:
• Online retailers: The global online grocery market is expected to
more than double by 2025
• Express & parcel delivery: Double digit estimates of volume
growth thanks to higher ecommerce penetration
• Global packaging: ecommerce and shipping uses more
packaging, which in turn supports the global packaging market
Source: BofAML, Higher Online Penetration Primer Picks, 2020.

Did you know?
By 2021 the economic cost of cybercrime is set to reach $6 trillion or
approximately 7% of global GDP—more than the cost of climate
change.
Source: Cybersecurity Ventures.

Source: World Bank, European Commission, Haver Analytics, Goldmans Sachs Global
Investment Research

During the quarter, the Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
announced that he would be stepping down as premier and head of
the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), citing health issues. Abe
has brought stability in politics and regional security. The return of
political volatility would have important implications for Japan’s
economy.

VIRUS DEVELOPMENTS
The number of COVID-19 infections rose during the quarter across
Europe and other parts of the world alongside gradually tightening
restrictions. As of the beginning of October, global confirmed cases
had passed 35.1 million.

For illustrative purposes only. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell any security.
Source: LGIM, BAML
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Artificial Intelligence
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COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

Square provides mobile payment solutions through an
affordable hardware card-reader device and sophisticated pointof-sale software for digital receipts, inventory and sales reports.
The company also offers analytics solutions. The Square Payroll
application allows merchants to manage payments, employee
payrolls and run sales analysis via a virtual terminal. The
company also built the Cash App, which provides financial
access to customers who can send, spend, save or invest their
money through this application.
The company acquired the website building tool developer
Weebly for $365 million in 2018. This acquisition enabled the
combination of website creation and ecommerce capabilities to
benefit smaller customers. Hereby, the company enables small
businesses to accept almost any kind of payment type and
generates 62% of its revenues from customers with less than
$125,000 in annual revenues. Square acquired Eloquent Labs
in 2019 in order to offer AI powered chat services to its payment
customers. It allows sellers to interact with their customers
efficiently using a conversational assistant.
Square has reported strong gross profit growth since 2015, at a
40% CAGR. The Cash App introduction in 2017 helped increase
the company’s gross profit, contributing 25% of it in 2019.
Square estimates that its seller ecosystem composed of retail
customers, restaurants and ecommerce activities represents an
opportunity worth more than $85 billion in the US, while its Cash
App ecosystem’s opportunity is estimated at more than $60
billion.

The ROBO Global® Artificial Intelligence Index returned +10.5%
in Q3 2020, outperforming the MSCI World Index by 2.6%. This
index is the best performing strategy of our thematic range yearto-date, returning +35.5% and outperforming the MSCI World
Index by 33.8% for the same period.
The growing digitalisation of the economy and a greater need to
improve operational efficiencies could provide strong tailwinds
for this theme. Large market capitalisation companies mostly
contributed to the performance this quarter. In particular,
companies classified as cognitive computing, ecommerce and
semiconductor providers provided +6.2% of this third quarter
performance.
A few examples are: Tesla (+98.7%), which rallied due to its
positive battery outlook and Model 3 and Y cars; Square Inc
(+54.9%), a digital payment analytics technology provider, which
recently announced the launch of new features allowing further
flexibility to employers and employees using its software;
Advanced Micro Devices’ share price (+55.8%) surged this
summer after the company reported a 45% year-on-year sales
increase in the computing and graphics division; Nvidia
(+42.5%) recently agreed to acquire Arm for $40 billion; Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing (+41.8%), whose revenues
increased by 25% year-on-year; and Nuance Communications
(+31.2%) which expanded its strategic voice AI collaboration to
include Dragon Medical Virtual Assistant technology.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.

Artificial Intelligence
Historical sim ulated perform ance (1y)

Historical sim ulated perform ance (5y)
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*So urce: B lo o mberg. The backtested index data has been so urced fro m the index pro vider and is based o n what they perceive to be reaso nable
assumptio ns and o bjective data; The index data is gro ss o f fees/co sts but is net o f withho lding taxes. Shaded area indicates live perio d o f the index.
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B o tto m 5
1.50%
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A lteryx Inc -A
Illumina Inc
New Relic Inc
Iro bo t Co rp
Clo udera Inc

EP S
P rice/Sales
BPS
P /E P o sitive
ROE

0.58
10.00
10.52
51.00
9.73

0.41
7.20
7.57
44.16
6.37

P rice/B o o k

11.27

8.95

53.43
38.51
24,681
34,970

42.05
28.34
16,015
21,589

A na lys t re c o m m e nda t io n**

La t e s t A ddit io ns
No additio ns

Buy
100 %

La t e s t D e le t io ns
No deletio ns

Hold
0%

C o ns t it ue nt s o v e rla p
S &P 5 0 0
11.9 %
M S C I Wo rld
10 .0 %
N a s da q 10 0
17 .3 %
T o tal sto cks = 72

F und Inf o rm a t io n
Ticker
TER
Currency
Securities lending

A IA I LN
0.49%
USD
No

ISIN
Inceptio n date
Index inceptio n date
Replicatio n metho d

Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 30-Sep-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.
**Analyst recommendation is based on median recommendations for each company.
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The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up;
You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.

IE00B K5B CD43
02/07/2019
14-Dec-18
P hysical

Battery Value-Chain
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COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

SolarEdge Technologies Inc. provides advanced lithium-ion
battery solutions through its subsidiary Kokam Co., Ltd which it
acquired in 2018. Kokam has more than 30 years of experience
in the battery industry and manufactures over 100 different
types of batteries for various applications. Its batteries are used
in energy storage solutions (ESS), uninterruptible power supply
(UPS), electric vehicle, aviation, marine and industrial
applications. As of 2020, Kokam has installed around 246MW in
ESS across the world. According to SolarEdge Technologies’
annual report, the company has protection for some of its
battery-related technology through Kokam with 151 awarded
patents and 5 pending applications. SolarEdge Technologies’
battery business strategy focuses on combining Kokam’s
technology with SolarEdge Technologies’ residential and
commercial solar products and using any remaining
manufacturing capacity for transactions that combine its
batteries and solar products in the ESS market. Recently,
Kokam launched a battery system for UPS that is designed to
support mission-critical facilities, such as data centres, banks,
and semi-conductor factories, where providing a seamless
switchover to full power backup in the event of a power outage
is crucial.

The Solactive Battery Value-Chain Index gained +18.8% in Q3
2020, outperforming the MSCI World Index by 10.9%. The
strong performance reflects underlying long-term developments.
Improvements in battery technology are the main drivers behind
a wider adoption of electric vehicles and grid storage. These two
segments are also expected to contribute the most to the growth
of battery technology. For example, according to BloombergNEF
the global energy storage market will add 4.6GW/9.4GWh of
capacity in 2020 which will mark a record year, rising from
3.3GW/6.5GWh commissioned in 2019. Also, average CO2
emissions from new passenger cars registered in the EU in
2025 will have to be 15% lower and in 2030 30% lower
compared to 2021. This may lead to further adoption of EVs.
Tesla (+98.7%), BYD (+102.9%), SolarEdge Technologies
(+71.8%) and Galaxy Resources (+52.4%) were the four
companies that saw the biggest gains in their share prices. At its
first Battery Day event, Tesla outlined its plans to lower battery
costs to $56/kWh by 2025 (in 2019 the global average price
stood at $156/kWh). Industrial conglomerates such as Toshiba
were among the worst performers in the index during Q3.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.

Battery Value-Chain
Historical sim ulated perform ance (1y)

Historical sim ulated perform ance (5y)
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*So urce: B lo o mberg. The backtested index data has been so urced fro m the index pro vider and is based o n what they perceive to be reaso nable
assumptio ns and o bjective data; The index data is gro ss o f fees/co sts but is net o f withho lding taxes. Shaded area indicates live perio d o f the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 30-Sep-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.
**Analyst recommendation is based on median recommendations for each company.
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The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up;
You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.

IE00B F0M 2Z96
23/01/2018
03-Jan-18
P hysical

Clean Water
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COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

Uponor is a Finnish technology provider that manufactures pipe
systems, storage, and other flow control equipment primarily for
domestic, municipal, commercial water and wastewater
applications. The water-specific product line also includes pipes
for utility water systems and frost-free water supply systems,
which are notably supplied to utilities in the Nordic region. The
company also provides stormwater treatment, conveyance
solutions and small biochemical wastewater treatment plants for
a smaller number of domestic residents. It operates mainly
across Europe and North America while also being an active
partner in the Middle East and Asia-Pacific regions.
The company is a leader in PEX pipes which use a light-weight
and durable type of plastic. Its installation results in more
sustainable building constructions when compared to copper
pipes. Indeed, according to the British Plastic Federation,
installation of plastic pipes could lead to a 60% reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions.
The plumbing solutions business group generates 55% of the
company’s net sales. According to Vara Research, the July
2020 analysts’ recommendations for Uponor’s shares are 60%
positive and 40% neutral, with no negative recommendation
since February 2020. Operating profits across all segments
have been growing in H1 2020, with a +48.8% increase for that
period. The improvement in the company’s profitability is mainly
due to the tight cost control in place, favourable input costs and
the recently started operational excellence programme. This
programme aims to improve efficiency within the Building
Solutions segment in Europe and Group functions and save
about €20 million p.a. in cost by the end of 2021, through
reducing the complexity of processes and overlapping tasks.

The Solactive Clean Water Index returned +6.5% in Q3 2020.
Clean Water remains a topical theme as the current pandemic
highlights the importance of fitting water infrastructure. Providing
water to over 3 billion people worldwide lacking access to basic
sanitation facilities is a key challenge that could increase the
urgency for investment in new infrastructures and technologies.
Large market capitalisation companies contributed the most to
the third quarter’s performance, particularly technology and
digital providers and also part of the industrial sector.
China Lesso Group (+39.2%) contributed the most to the index
performance this quarter. This technology enabler is looking to
reinforce its stance in sewage, water treatment, and integrated
water purification projects. The technology enabler Metso
Outotec gained +27.3% this quarter. The company acquired
Outotec this year, which enhanced its role in the water sector. It
manufactures industrial water and waste water treatment
equipment and systems.
Technology providers such as Uponor (+32.3%), specialised in
water treatments and wastewater application, Advanced
Drainage Systems (+26.6%), and digital providers such as
Xylem (+29.9%) that offers leak detection services and Eurofins
Scientific (+26.1%) that provides analytical testing also
contributed to the index performance in the third quarter.

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.

Clean Water
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*So urce: B lo o mberg. The backtested index data has been so urced fro m the index pro vider and is based o n what they perceive to be reaso nable
assumptio ns and o bjective data; The index data is gro ss o f fees/co sts but is net o f withho lding taxes. Shaded area indicates live perio d o f the index.
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**Analyst recommendation is based on median recommendations for each company.
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IE00B K5B C891
02/07/2019
07-Jun-19
P hysical

Cyber Security
COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

CrowdStrike was founded in 2011 and provides cyber security
services, ranging from endpoint protection to threat intelligence
and cyber-attack response services. The company is most
renowned for its CrowdStrike Falcon platform, which provides
endpoint protection for all types of network-enabled devices,
delivered through a cloud-based solution. The company’s initial
purpose was to remodel security for a more cloud-centric
approach. Companies and governments using their services are
able to detect threats and stop breaches for all the various
network enabled endpoints. Indeed, CrowdStrike has
investigated many high-profile breaches such as the 2014 Sony
Pictures hack later identified as coming from North Korea.
Endpoint security has always been a fundamental aspect of
cyber security. In 2016, 70% of all breaches originated at
endpoints despite an increase in customers’ spending on
endpoint protection, according to Rapid7. In 2018, Symantec,
which has now been acquired by Broadcom, reported that
malicious PowerShell scripts blocked on the endpoint increased
by 1,000%. This trend will only continue to expand, as
demonstrated by Asavie’s recent survey; 53% of surveyed
companies identified endpoint security as their number one
torment during the pandemic with employees working from
home.
CrowdStrike’s activity is surging and the company has seen its
revenue grow by +813.5% from $52.7 million in 2017 to $481.4
million in 2020. Revenues are mainly generated by
subscriptions (93%), which have grown by 89% year-on-year as
of September 2020.

The ISE Cyber Security UCITS Index returned +3.6% in Q3
2020 and +34.5% over the past six months. The index is up
+17.8% year-to-date, outperforming the MSCI World Index by
+16.1% for the same period.
Since the start of the year, about 726 million confirmed cyberattacks have been recorded, which could result in a total attacks
figure around 1.5 billion by the end of 2020. As the number of
attacks continues to increase, several high profile cyber-attacks
were announced in the third quarter, including the Twitter profile
breach and the Garmin ransomware attack. In July, hackers
attempted to steal COVID-19 vaccine research from the Oxford
Vaccine Group.

10

The cloud-based provider of identity and access management
solutions, SailPoint Technologies, gained +49.5% in Q3 after
posting robust second quarter earnings. The cloud and identity
protection provider Mobileiron (+42.2%) also participated in the
index return after strong second quarter results and its
announcement relating to its potential acquisition by Ivanti. A
few other examples are the endpoint security solutions provider
CrowdStrike (+36.9%), which continues to benefit from its
unified security approach through its Falcon Platform, Ahnlab
(+35.7%), Mitek Systems (+32.6%) and Varonis Systems
(+30.4%).

For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.
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IE00B YP LS672
28/09/2015
31-A ug-15
P hysical

Ecommerce Logistics
COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

FedEx is the world’s largest express transportation company,
providing delivery services in more than 220 countries and
territories. Thanks to its huge logistic network, FedEx handles 6
million packages daily and its fleet of 670 aircrafts makes the
company the world’s biggest airline.
FedEx revenues rose around 13.5% year-on-year in the three
months to 31 August 2020, while net profit jumped 68%. These
exceptional results were a result of the strong demand for
international priority shipments amid the coronavirus pandemic.
FedEx has long been at the forefront of innovation in the logistic
sector. Indeed, FedEx was the first firm to introduce real-time
package tracking and to develop a PC-based automated
shipping system. Nowadays, FedEx remains a leader in
innovation in the logistic space. Last month the company
announced the launch of SenseAware ID, a lightweight sensorbased logistics device that transmits precise package location
data throughout the FedEx Express network. This technology
will initially be rolled out for the healthcare industry, where
FedEx anticipates huge volumes from COVID-19 vaccine
shipments. SenseAware ID and the additional FedEx healthcare
services such as cold-chain storage, thermal blankets and
temperature-controlled containers will be of foremost importance
for the quick and safe delivery of millions of doses of the future
vaccines.

The Solactive eCommerce Logistics Index returned +20.5% in
Q3 2020, outperforming the MSCI World Index by +12.5% and
bringing its year-to-date performance to +25.6%.
FedEx (+79.9%) and UPS (+50.8%) were amongst the best
contributors on the back of positive results and upgrades from
sell-side analysts. Both companies benefitted from the sharp
increase of e-Commerce demand and managed to control costs
and increase margins over the period.
Ocado rose by +41.1% during the quarter as year-on-year
revenues increased by 52% thanks to a combination of strong
demand, a phased reopening of the website to new customers,
and a normalising of shopping patterns. The last quarter’s
figures were particularly important for Ocado as September
marked the switchover from Waitrose to Marks & Spencer
(M&S) products in the UK market. The online grocery
technology group declared that M&S products are proving
popular amongst customers, with a higher average weighting of
M&S products in customers’ online basket than was the case
with Waitrose.
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For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.
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03-Jan-18
P hysical

Healthcare Technology
COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

Natera is a diagnostic company offering liquid biopsy and is the
global leader in prenatal genetic screening, thanks to its
Panorama ctDNA blood test. Natera is leveraging its technology
to expand beyond prenatal testing with the launch of Signatera,
which may be a game changer in cancer monitoring tests in
minimal residual disease. For example, colorectal cancer recurs
in 7–42% of cases among those who have undergone
treatment, depending on the stage of the cancer; 80% of the
time the recurrence is detected, it’s too late. Natera’s Signatera
test can detect recurrence nearly nine months sooner than
traditional monitoring methods, which may enable earlier
intervention and increase the chance of saving the patient’s life.
Signatera has also been shown to identify molecular residual
disease significantly earlier than standard imaging across lung,
bladder and breast cancer.
Last year, Natera signed a $50 million partnership with BGI
Genomics, a leader in cell-free DNA testing and one of world’s
leading genomics companies, to commercialise Signatera in
China.

The ROBO Global® Healthcare Technology and Innovation
Index climbed +13.8%% through the third quarter of 2020.
Novocure was among the best contributors to the index
performance last quarter. Shares of the firm rose +87.7% after
the company reported a 33% year-on-year revenue growth.
Novocure develops and markets Optune, an innovative device
to treat cancer that targets dividing cancer cells. Optune is
currently marketed for two brain cancers, but the company is
conducting different studies to broaden its area of applicability.
The quarter’s top index performer was iRhythm. Shares of the
company, specialised in monitoring devices to diagnose cardiac
arrhythmias, rose +105.5% on the back of better-than-expected
second-quarter results.
Healthcare innovation is revolutionising many areas and one of
these is cancer detection. ROBO Global’s recently released
paper explores the innovations in genetic oncology testing and
how companies in the index are contributing to developing new
testing techniques.
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For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.
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IE00B K5B C677
02/07/2019
01-M ay-19
P hysical

Pharma Breakthrough
COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

BeiGene is a Chinese biotechnology company focused on the
development of innovative, molecularly-targeted, and immuneoncology drugs for cancer treatment. The company has a strong
pipeline of innovative clinical candidates composed of eight
treatments, two of which are already approved. BeiGene also
partnered with Celgene for the distribution in China of five drug
candidates, three of which are already marketed, and with
Amgen for three late-stage products. As part of the agreement,
Amgen and BeiGene will also collaborate to advance 20
medicines from Amgen’s innovative oncology pipeline in China
and globally. BeiGene will share global research and
development costs and contribute up to $1.25 billion to advance
these medicines. This deal may allow BeiGene to gain market
shares in a market normally reserved for the largest
pharmaceutical players, and generate royalties/profit shares
from these treatments.
During the second quarter of 2020, BeiGene recorded revenues
of $65 million, a 13% increase over the same period of 2019.
BeiGene derived over 55% of its revenues from its two
approved treatments, Zanubrutinib and Tislelizumab, and the
rest from the distribution of Celgene products in China. In July,
BeiGene closed a $2.08 billion direct offering shares sale: the
proceeds will be used to strengthen the firm’s balance sheet
and to finance drug research and to market its treatments in the
US and in China.

Following a positive Q2, the Solactive Pharma Breakthrough
Value Index returned +3.5% in the third quarter, bringing its
year-to-date performance to +20.1%.
Mesoblast shares gained +63.2% after the news that its
remestemcel-L therapy received a positive recommendation
from the Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) to continue its
phase 3 trial in patients with acute COVID-19. Mesoblast is also
awaiting an FDA decision on the same cell therapy candidate for
treating steroid-refractory acute graft versus host disease in
paediatric patients. In August, the FDA’s Oncologic Drugs
Advisory Committee voted in favour of the efficacy of the drugs.
Other positive contributors were Horizon Therapeutics (+39.8%),
on positive Q2 results, BeiGene (+52.0%), a Chinese company
developing treatments for cancers, and Emergent BioSolutions
(+30.7%), a specialised player in vaccines and medicines for
public health threats.
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For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.
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P hysical

ROBO Global Robotics and Automation
COMPANY SPOTLIGHT

LAST QUARTER PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

Materialise NV has been innovating in the 3D printing field for
three decades. The company designs and manufactures 3D
imaging software combined with plastic moulding to develop
products for consumer goods, automotive, manufacturing,
medical, and dental industries.
Materialise owns more than 242 granted patents and has about
200 pending. It also has recently achieved the “Factory of the
Future 4.0” label, an award which requires companies to adopt a
collaborative approach supporting networked factories.
The company’s medical segment has been the fastest growing
with an expansion of its software to include pre-surgery planning
prototypes of human organs and medical implants design. In
2019, total revenues increased by +6.5% for which the medical
segment contributed +34%. The company also participated in
providing personal protective equipment to address shortages
during the pandemic.
Materialise’s major strategic focus is to enable a greater level of
interconnectivity. In September, it announced its investment in
Ditto, the eyewear try-on platforms developer. This collaboration
marked the beginning of the digital transformation of the
eyewear industry and supports the creation of a new online
shopping experience. Mass manufacturing will increase costeffectiveness while enabling Ditto’s platform to obtain more
realistic mapping of the customer’s facial features and offer
better personalised recommendations of eyewear fit and style.

The ROBO Global® Robotics and Automation UCITS Index
returned +10.6% in Q3 2020, outperforming the MSCI World
NTR Index by +2.7%.
Increased consumers spending in areas involving companies
engaged in logistics, warehouse, factory and healthcare
automation will probably continue to benefit the theme.
Large market capitalisation and Western European companies
mostly contributed to the performance this quarter. The
Industrials (+3.9%), Information Technology (+4.5%) and Health
Care (+2%) sectors all returned gains. Companies classified in
logistics automation, computing, processing & AI, healthcare
and sensing providers were also a source of performance as
they provided +7.66% of the third quarter’s return.
A few examples are the 3D imaging software corporation
specialised in medical equipment Materialise NV (+63.6%),
which also participated in providing much needed PEEP mask
equipment to address shortages during the pandemic. The
cargo handling equipment provider Cargotec (+51.6%) reported
better than expected Q3 results. KION Group (+39.3%), which
offers warehouse equipment, recently started building a new
plant in China and agreed to buy a stake of less than 10% in
Quicktron. Other contributors were Renishaw (+46.1%) which
manufactures high technology precision measuring calibration
equipment, Nvidia (+42.5%), Tecan Group (+41.1%), Vocera
Communications (+37.2%), and Varian Medical Systems
(+41.1%).
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For illustrative purposes only. Reference to a particular security is on a historic basis and does not mean that the security
is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to
buy or sell any security.
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assumptio ns and o bjective data; The index data is gro ss o f fees/co sts but is net o f withho lding taxes. Shaded area indicates live perio d o f the index.
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Source: Bloomberg, LGIM ; All values are based in USD; As of close of 30-Sep-20. Please refer to the end of this report for all definitions.
**Analyst recommendation is based on median recommendations for each company.
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-0.4%
-0.3%
-0.3%
-0.2%
-0.2%

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up;
You may not get back the amount you originally invested. Simulated past performance is not a guide to the future.

Glossary
CALCULATION METHODOLOGY FOR
PERFORMANCE STATISTICS:

CALCULATION METHODOLOGY FOR
KEY RATIOS STATISTICS:

Cumulative Return: Total return of the index net of withholding
taxes over the given period.

EPS: Median of last 12 months earnings per share for each index
components.

Annualized Return: Annualized total return of the index net of
withholding taxes over the given period.

Price/Sales: Median of stock prices divided by sales per share of all
index components.

Volatility: Annualized standard deviation of daily returns over the
given period.

BPS: Median of total equity divided by the number of shares of all
index components.

Information Ratio: Annualized return divided by annualized
volatility.

P/E positive: Median of stock prices divided by positive earnings
per share for each index components.

Max Drawdown: Maximum % loss from the peak to the trough in
the given period.

ROE: Median of estimated dividend amount divided by the current
stock price for each index components.

Large Cap: Companies whose market cap is larger than $5bn.

Price/Book: Median of stock prices divided by the total equity per
share for each index components.

Mid Cap: Companies whose market cap is comprised between $2bn
and $5bn.

P/E (1y fwd): Median of stock price divided by index estimated
earnings next year for each index components.

Small Cap: Companies whose market cap is lower than $2bn.
P/E(3y fwd): Median of stock price divided by index estimated
earning in three year for each index components.
Sales (1y fwd): Average of estimated sales next year for each index
components.
Sales (3y fwd): Average of estimated sales in three year for each
index components.

ETF Investment Strategies
Howie Li
Aanand Venkatramanan
Luca Ramotti
Aude Martin
Tobias Merfeld

Contact us:
For any questions on this report, please
contact your usual LGIM representative or
email fundsales@lgim.com. All Calls are
recorded. Call charges will vary.

+44 345 070 8684
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Important Information
Legal & General Investment Management
LGIM disclaimer and important legal notice

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not
guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not get back
the amount you originally invested. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results.
The product discussed in this document is issued by Legal & General
UCITS ETF Plc (The ‘Issuer’), an open ended investment company
with variable capital with segregated liability between its sub-funds
and which is organised under the laws of Ireland as a public limited
company. The Issuer has been authorised by the Central Bank of
Ireland as a UCITS pursuant to the European Communities
(Undertaking for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities)
Regulations and is structured as an umbrella company with multiple
sub-funds. Each sub-fund may issue different classes of shares (the
“Shares”). Legal & General Investment Management Limited acts as
promoter and distributor for the Fund.
The Information in this document (a) is for information purposes only
and we are not soliciting any action based on it, and (b) is not a
recommendation to buy or sell securities or pursue a particular
investment strategy; and (c) is not investment, legal, regulatory or tax
advice.
Any projections, estimates or forecasts included in the Information
(a) shall not constitute a guarantee of future events, (b) may not
consider or reflect all possible future events or conditions relevant to
you (for example, market disruption events); and (c) may be based
on assumptions or simplifications that may not be relevant to you.
Although the Information contained in this document is believed to be
correct as at the time of printing or publication, no assurance can be
given to you that this document is complete or accurate in the light of
information that may become available after its publication. The
Information may not take into account any relevant events, facts or
conditions that have occurred after the publication or printing of this
document.
Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained
in the prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document of the
Issuer (or any supplements thereto) which includes, amongst other
things, information on the risks associated with an investment in this
Fund. These documents are available at www. lgimetf.com.
This document is only directed at investors resident in jurisdictions
where this Fund is registered for sale. It is not an offer or invitation to
persons outside of those jurisdictions. We reserve the right to reject
any applications from outside of such jurisdictions.
Issued by Legal & General Investment Management Limited.
Registered in England and Wales No. 02091894. Registered Office:
One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. Authorised and regulated
by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority, No. 119272
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